
Jobber Board measures: 10” x 16-1/2”.

**ATO® Blade Fuse Emergency Fuse Kits Display**
20 ATO® Blade Fuse Emergency Kits packaged 8 assorted fuses per reclosable plastic box.
US and Canadian Part No. 094262

KIT CONTENTS:
- (1) ATO 3
- (1) ATO 5
- (1) ATO 7.5
- (1) ATO 10
- (1) ATO 15
- (1) ATO 20
- (1) ATO 25
- (1) ATO 30

**ATO® In-Line Fuseholder Display**
Contains 12 In-line Fuseholders (Part # FHA 1) for ATO® fuses up to 20 amps. Each holder has a 8” loop of 16 gauge wire. **Fuses not included.**
US and Canadian Part No. 094263

**ATO® Heavy Duty In-Line Fuseholder Display**
Contains 12 Heavy Duty In-line Fuseholders (Part # FHA 30) for ATO® fuses up to 30 amps. Each holder has two 4” leads of 12 gauge orange wire. 30 amp ATO Fuse included.
US and Canadian Part No. 094303

**Universal Glass Twist-Lock In-Line Fuseholder Display**
Contains 12 In-line Fuseholders (Part # FNY 1) for glass fuses. Constructed of weather resistant nylon. Simple “twist-lock” allows easy fuse removal and replacement. Supplied with 8” loop of 14 gauge black wire and one spring. Use with Glass SFE 4, 6, 71/2, 9, 14, 20, AGA, AGC, AGW and AGX Fuses up to 20 amps. **Fuses not included.**
US and Canadian Part No. 094103

**Glass Fuse Heavy Duty In-Line Fuseholder Display**
Contains 12 Heavy Duty In-Line Fuseholders (Part # FNY 30). Spring loaded heavy duty glass fuseholder includes AGC 30 amp fuse for GM air conditioner, heater blower motors or other heavy duty applications. Supplied with two 4” wire leads of 12 gauge orange wire.
US and Canadian Part No. 094292

Visit our web site at www.littelfuse.com